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Expansion Into Advanced Composites Brings Third Queen’s
Award For Ancon

Craven Dunnill Wins Industry’s Top Flooring Award - Again

Structural fixings manufacturer, Ancon, has won a 2018 Queen’s Award for
Enterprise in the Innovation category, for the successful introduction and
on-going development of
its advanced composite, low
thermal conductivity, Teplo
wall tie range. Teplo wall
ties are manufactured from
continuous basalt fibres set
in a resin matrix; a fibrereinforced polymer that is
70 times more thermally
efficient than steel. When
used to join the two leaves of a cavity wall, this material virtually eliminates
cold bridging across the insulated cavity. This second Innovation award
has been won jointly with its external strategic partner in this advanced
composite development, MagmaTech. www.ancon.co.uk

6th Edition Of VMZINC Focus On Zinc
The 2018 edition of VMZINC®’s FOCUS
VMZINC
ON ZINC showcases 18 more projects
GALLERY
worldwide which were shortlisted for the
company’s ARCHIZINC TROPHY. FOCUS
ON ZINC is extensively illustrated, featuring
comprehensive information on each
project and inviting readers to evaluate the
metal’s distinctive visual aesthetic as well
as its technical and environmental value.
Diverse projects illustrate zinc’s versatility,
with prizes awarded in four categories,
Individual Housing, Collective Housing, Public
Buildings and Commercial Buildings. Designers are given international
visibility as well as an opportunity to highlight their creative use of
VMZINC® products. www.facebook.com/pg/VMZINCforArchitecture/
photos/?tab=album&album_id=1528104000632886
vmzinc.uk@vmzinc.com
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The NEW Lo-Seal Trap From CCL Wetrooms Granted Seal
Of Approval By The BBA
CCL Wetrooms’ new Lo-Seal Trap has received a British Board of Agrément
(BBA) certificate. Designed as the central element of the Linear Screed Drain
and the Modular Wet-Floor System, the new Lo-Seal waterless trap at a
cutting edge depth of only 45mm, has
been developed specifically for use in
wetroom construction projects with
screed depths of below 70mm. Made
from tough Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene, the trap has an improved
design which contains a self-sealing
mechanism, which locks into position,
keeping the trap sealed when not in
use. The new slimline linear drain allows the waste position to be rotated
hrough 360°, enablingeasy installation into any floor type. Thanks to its
uniquely adjustable stainless steel grill, any size or depth of natural stone or
porcelain tile can be accommodated into the Stone-Infill Grill.
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk
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Craven Dunnill has been voted winner of The Floor Tile of the Year 2018
in The Tile Association’s (TTA) Awards for its Chev Wood range of highdefinition, parquet-styled, porcelain tiles. This is the sixth time in eight years
the company has won the
accolade, reinforcing its UK
market-leading position in
the wall and floor tile sector.
Steve Whitehurst, Sales &
Marketing Director at Craven
Dunnill was presented with
the award at the annual
TTA Dinner, held May 18
and commented: “The Chev
Wood range from Italian
producer Marazzi provides
outstanding design with
superior technical qualities
and epitomises the brand
values we deliver across the
extensive Craven Dunnill
range of wall and floor tiles”.
The Chev Wood range was introduced into the marketplace by Craven
Dunnill in November 2017, at a time when parquet flooring was making a
resurgence and small format tiles were on-trend. Characterised by stunning,
high-definition digital printing of the wood-look, in three natural tones,
authentic texture and a popular 540 x 110mm chevron shape; ever since,
sales to the trade have been excellent and consumer demand remains
buoyant. www.cravendunnill.co.uk

A. Proctor Group Achieves STA Assure Gold Accreditation
The Structural Timber Association (STA) has awarded the A. Proctor
Group with their highest accreditation level possible in their STA
Assure quality assurance scheme. The Assure programme has three
categories of membership – bronze, silver and gold – with each
highlighting differing criteria and levels attained relating to in-house
procedures, management systems, specific product performance
as well as external
accreditations held.
This is all designed
to offer customers
a greater level of
confidence when
dealing with an
STA member. The
recently launched
Assure programme
is designed to
benefit consumers by describing the product specialisms, technical
services and high-quality standards of STA members all in one place,
and will also benefit the greater construction industry by offering
instant reassurance that STA members have met or exceeded
current legislation and regulatory requirements. The STA Assure
Gold Accreditation is the latest accolade for the A. Proctor Group, a
company who has been delivering the highest quality products and
services to the construction industry for over 80 years.
www.proctorgroup.com

Digitising Construction
The McAvoy Group looks at the latest techniques for digitising construction
and how the new technology is taking offsite construction to the next
level. BIM has been the subject of much debate in recent years but the
aim of driving greater collaboration across the disciplines of architecture,
engineering, manufacturing and construction has to be the right approach.

building design to be co-ordinated in a more efficient way and facilitates
better quality decisions earlier in a project. If we use data rich, fully detailed
3D BIM models and walkthroughs, we can communicate a building design
much more effectively, and present design options for discussion in a far
better way.

Digital transformation is happening all around us and the developing
technologies, such as global connectivity, and new advances such as drones,
satellite images,
robotics and electric
cars are set to
accelerate and will
continue to change
the way we live.
The construction
industry, however,
has been much
slower to adopt
and benefit
from the digital
transformation.
McAvoy’s view is that there is tremendous synergy between offsite
construction and the latest digital techniques, which give us the opportunity
to radically improve the way we design and produce buildings for our clients.

Virtual Reality in Construction
Advances in virtual reality (VR) have allowed us to actually put our clients and
end users into their virtual building as part of the design process. They can
feel and experience their working environments and are now able to validate
instantly whether the layouts work for them. VR takes client engagement to
another level. It allows clients to engage and review the design as it develops.
It removes the potential for misinterpretation of drawings and data loss.
Using a headset, you can be in the space in a building. We used it for a recent
project at Dublin Airport where the client wanted to assess ceiling heights. It
provides instant and more informed decision making.

Building Information Modelling (BIM)
BIM is much more than the creation of 3D models of buildings. It is about the
process of how we deliver projects to our clients in the most efficient way
possible. It has allowed us to streamline processes at the earliest stages of a
project, to deliver shorter design periods and buildings that exceed our clients’
expectations. It allows us to collaborate more effectively internally, with our
supply chain and with the client.
Shorter design periods are critical for offsite construction. We need to start
manufacturing buildings as soon as the ground is broken on site. To achieve
that, detailed design information has to be released to our manufacturing
teams at a much earlier stage than with site-based construction – and that
necessitates earlier decision making on the part of the client. BIM allows a

Mobile VR can now easily be set up and remote multi-user sessions can
be created. Permanent VR can be installed on site for our major projects,
hosted at our head office. This really enhances the way our clients and users
visualise a building. Its design and functionality can be assessed with a view to
producing better building designs, more quickly.
Augmented Reality – The Next Development
Augmented reality (AR) allows us to project CAD data onto the world around
us. For example, we could take AR onto a site and superimpose the building.
This would be an excellent planning tool and offer a new level of client
engagement. It could also allow us to deliver 3D data to manufacturing,
potentially cutting out 2D drawings, which we are exploring and believe has
huge potential for offsite manufacture.
Our aim is to cut out the resource-intensive processes of 2D information.
By removing the reliance on manual processes, there is less data loss and
more informed decision making, all driven by BIM. As advances in digital
technology continue to improve, we can only see even greater benefits to our
customers, users and stakeholders in the facilities we design and construct
offsite. www.mcavoygroup.com
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Comprehensive BIM And Software Support From Schöck
The range of free online and downloadable
software from Schöck is among the most
comprehensive in this market sector. It offers
wide-ranging support to the design process for
product selection, thermal analysis, structural
analysis and BIM services. One of the most recent
developments is calculation software for the
Isokorb in steel-to-concrete connectivity solutions.
This complements the company’s existing
calculation software for concrete-to-concrete
and steel-to-steel connectivity; and offers a quick
and easy method of identifying the optimum
product solution for any given situation. The
recommendations provided are verified safe and
reliable, all complying with BBA product approval.
The program also enables the export of specific
project documentation and drawings in different
formats (dwg, dxf)
Ability to calculate natural frequency
A notable benefit of the program for steelto-concrete connections is the ability to
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calculate natural frequency. Free cantilevered
steel balconies are becoming larger and more
lightweight, imposing an increasingly demanding
specification. When people move about on them

more heavily than usual, balconies can be prone
to undesirable vibration. As a result the vibration
behaviour of a structure is taking on more
importance. The Building Regulations Part L define
the limit values for thermal bridges, but Eurocode

3 specifies the required verifications – such as for
vibration – in serviceability limit state.
Because vibration is considered to be a
serviceability issue and the perception of
discomfort varies from one individual to another,
no precise limit can be imposed that will satisfy
everyone – acceptable vibration is therefore not
straightforward.
Deformation, deflection and vibration must be
limited to avoid exceeding certain serviceability
limit states. These include adversely affecting
the appearance, or effective use of the structure;
vibration, oscillation or sway, which may cause
discomfort to the occupants of a building; and
even possible damage to finishes or non-structural
elements. The software calculates the natural
frequency of thermally broken steel balconies by
using numerous geometric and material variables
and enables a check on the vibration serviceability
of the whole balcony system.

The recommendation from Schöck is to limit the
natural frequency to a minimum of 7.5 Hz. This
assumes that the balconies are subject to dynamic
actions caused by extreme use, such as someone
jumping – resulting in excitation frequencies of
up to 3.4 Hz. It is recommended to allow for
double that excitation frequency and then add a
further safety margin of 10%. Which results in a
recommended minimum natural frequency of 7.5
Hz.

The results log contains all relevant properties
relating to the building structure.

concrete and steel-to-steel) for Allplan, ArchiCAD
and Revit CAD systems – with Tekla to follow.

BIM libraries
To support the continuing move towards BIM in
the UK, special object libraries and plug-ins have

The plug-ins provide two levels of detail. One for
preliminary planning (objects can be converted
into more detailed objects at a later stage, without
having to manually recreate them) and one for
execution planning. The libraries in the native BIM
software formats focus on performance and are
parametric to allow for easy adaptations during
the project stages.

Thermal Bridgng Calculator
There is an online thermal bridging calculator
available too, which enables planners to produce
substantiated thermal bridge analysis in a few
simple steps. The calculator computes twodimensional heat flows, isothermals, temperature
factors, surface temperatures and psi values (Ψ
values).
This provides architects, structural engineers
and building physicists with all the required
information to produce a detailed thermal bridge
analysis and comply with part L regulations. Psivalues can then be used for detailed SAP analyses
to provide further benefits in energy assessments.

The 3D objects allow for clash detection and
detailed reinforcement design, ensuring completely
effective project procedure during design and
execution. As the creation and management of
information is so central to BIM processes, the
objects include all relevant information that allows
for automised product schedules.
been developed. These meet BIM maturity level 2
compliance, which is the method of working set as
a 2016 minimum target by the UK government for
all public sector work. At present, these libraries
are available for the standard Schöck Isokorb
product portfolio (concrete-to-concrete, steel-to-

The libraries are available as a free download on
the Schöck website. Visit the site at www.schoeck.
co.uk for all software and product development
updates.
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Offsite Solutions Launches The UK’s Only RIBAAccredited CPD For Bathroom Pods
Offsite Solutions, the UK’s leading bathroom pod manufacturer, has launched
the only RIBA-accredited CPD training programme for bathroom pods.
Entitled ‘Modular bathroom pods – what, why and where?’, the seminar
examines all aspects of bathroom pod specification to help architects,
contractors and developers design and procure factory-built bathrooms,
ensuite shower rooms and wet rooms more effectively. The programme looks
at how to get the best out of this type of offsite construction and the latest
innovations and technical advancements in bathroom pod technology.
Offsite Solutions is the
UK’s longest established
manufacturer of
bathroom pods. Its team
has a wealth of expertise
to help architects
and construction
professionals advance
their knowledge and
maintain professional
accreditations.
The interactive CPD workshop, which includes a presentation and a question
and answer session, can be arranged at a time and venue to suit attendees.
The RIBA-approved seminar looks at:
• The advantages of factory-built bathrooms
• Different pod types
• Applications
• Design, manufacture, testing, delivery and installation
• Key specification considerations
• How to procure bathroom pods
• Sustainability issues.
8

Commenting on the launch of the new CPD programme, Richard Tonkinson,
Executive Director of Offsite Solutions says, “As a leading manufacturer of
bathroom pods, we are well placed to help educate specifiers about the use
of modular bathrooms to maximise efficiency.”
“Early engagement, for example, is really important and too many specifiers
are still unaware of this requirement. If a scheme is designed for traditionallybuilt bathrooms, it then becomes more complicated to switch to an offsite
solution because the installation of the pods has to be allowed for in the
build up of walls and floors. This is why it is so important for us to help
architects, contractors and developers to understand how to get the best out
of bathroom pod technology to maximise the benefits and design out any
potential issues.”
All attendees on an Offsite Solutions CPD seminar will receive a certificate as
proof of attendance, helping to maintain their professional accreditation.
Offsite Solutions offers a comprehensive and expanding range of bathroom
pods to suit different building types and applications. Options include:

•
•
•
•
•

Steel-framed pods with traditional tiled finishes for high-end apartments,
student residences and hotels
Robust and low maintenance GRP composite pods for student
accommodation, care homes, social housing and healthcare applications
Concrete base pods for high specification wet rooms
GRP hybrid pods for additional design flexibility
Award-winning demountable GRP pods for ease of installation in
refurbishment schemes and projects with restricted access.

To book a CPD seminar about modular bathroom pods, www.offsitesolutions.
com/CPD, call 01278 780807 or email info@offsitesolutions.com.

Bona Titan – A New Generation
Of Powerful Adhesives
Bona, the wood floor experts, has launched Bona Titan, a new supreme
performance, silane- based adhesive for high value projects, very wide or
oversized solid wood boards - or any installation where the quality of the
bond has to be guaranteed.
Bona Titan contains Titanium Technology - a revolutionary new formula
comprising quadruple crosslinking that delivers superior durability and
an unbeatable initial bond speed - even under challenging subfloor
conditions.
Bona Titan can be specified with confidence to bond all types of wood
flooring. Its superb shear strength makes installation easy and keeps
even the largest, solid boards securely in place. If the subfloor is sound
and dry, no primer is required. The hard, silane-based formula contains
no ingredients that can migrate after curing, which eliminates all risk of
discolouration at the joints.

bond strength of Bona Titan will not diminish over time so the stability of
the floor is guaranteed for the long term.
Bona Titan meets ISO 17178 standards and, in line with Bona’s
environmental strategy, is a safe, clean formulation which also carries
EC1-R Plus, DIBt, Greenguard and A+ low emission certifications.
Bona Titan is compatible with underfloor heating and can be used directly
on metal or tiles. Floors bonded with Bona Titan can be sanded after just
12 hours.
www.bona.com

The smooth, thick consistency makes it easy to use and produces stable
ribs, an extremely high initial grab and zero risk of hollow spots. The
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Disruptors
in Facade
Technology
www.aluprof.eu

The facade industry is quite mature in its
lifecycle with aluminium being the most
sustainable material to specify for windows,
doors and facades. With high performance
thermal breaks, it is possible to specify
aluminium systems that will help projects
reach the Passivhaus standard. But what
of the emerging technologies that will
influence sustainability and efficiency?
Thirty-five years ago CAD revolutionised the way we designed aluminium
facades. Here was a system that could easily calculate complex structures,
angles and profile lengths making cutting, machining and assembly more
cost effective. Later, adding CAD output to CNC machines further influenced
efficient manufacture to such an extent that most fabricators now have at
least one of these machine centres and design in 3D. BIM is now also
filtering down into the fabrication arena which will add further efficiencies
in the specification and manufacture of building envelopes.
Cutting edge computer technology in construction is looking to AR, or
Augmented Reality, mixing both the physical with the digital. Using either
front facing cameras on tablets or AR headsets we will be able to see a
digital overlay of a structure either on a structure or a structure yet to

complete. This has huge benefits when considering the complexity of
setting out and measurement. So not only can the BIM model be used to
filter down the product into production, but the AR used on site with the
BIM overlay, setting out for the product or facade element, will be achieved
more easily and with greater accuracy.
Also finding its way into commercial facades is the composite profile for
carrying glazed elements both in terms of windows and curtain wall facades.
Having similar expansion co-efficients to glass itself, a fibreglass composite
has some good insulation properties and can complement a facade which
has a structural grid of aluminium.
Also known as ‘pultrusion’ the process is relatively new and has of late
developed a great deal. The process involves a liquid polymer resin and
glass fibre mix being pulled through a heated die which cures the polymer
whilst aligning the glass fibre strands for optimum strength. This is a
process that Aluprof developing for some systems to further enhance our
products performance.
Active or smart facades are increasingly being designed to optimise our
buildings sustainability. At one time we just looked to the facade to keep
out the wether and let the light in. More recently insulation has become
an important feature in order to reduce heating costs. New facades are
beginning to become active, that is, changing with the time of day and
weather conditions.

The vision for the future is to install and maintain facades which become a
living ‘skin’ which not only protects the occupants and offers a comfortable
stable environment, but offers a further benefit of energy generation. In
future years the technologies outlined here will combine to offer essentially
a ‘living’ facade which will be truly sustainable. Here at Aluprof we are
researching all emerging technologies and are happy to work with specifiers
wishing to harness these innovative ideas.
As most specifiers know, aluminium is non-flammable, but when it is used
in combination with other materials which are, the composite construction
can cause potential serious issues. Aluprof are well experienced in fire
resistance, having a range products that can offer high levels of fire and
smoke control in buildings. Ensuring fire safety is a top priority for Aluprof
and its technical support team.

Aluprof UK’s head office and extensive distribution centre is located in
Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof systems are increasingly being specified on
a wide range of residential and commercial projects across the UK including
Passivhaus projects. Systems are designed, fabricated and installed by
selected, specially trained companies, to ensure each fabricated product
meets the Aluprof exacting standards.
Further information is available on the company’s website at www.aluprof.
eu and specialist advice is available directly from Aluprof’s UK offices on
0161 941 4005.

Author: Wojciech Brożyna - Aluprof UK Managing Director

These active facades include such things as automatic solar shading to
reduce solar gain, screens which automatically close at night to maximise
insulation and automatic natural ventilation systems to purge stale air.
Further enhancements will include smart technologies which will harness
solar gain, energy from light and wind to become an energy generator for
either immediate use or for storage for future use.
Possibly one of the most unusual developments is the adoption of the biofacade. Using micro-algae trapped within glazed units offers both solar
shading and helps improve interior air quality as the algae grows on the
carbon dioxide within the air in the building whilst expelling oxygen in the
growth process. Together with this photosynthesis, the process generates
heat which can also be harnessed for the buildings use.
The systems, known as photobioreactors (PBR’s), has been used successfully
in the BIQ House, a five story apartment building designed by Splitterwerk
Architects in collaboration with Arup, where an algae facade is used as a
shading device. In its infancy, this technology is being considered for much
larger high rise developments.
10
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New wind
calculator
tool from
Tyvek® helps to
calm the storm
tyvek.construction.dupont.com/wuc

Roofing contractors take pride in
professional installations that can
stand the test of time. Selecting
the correct roofing underlay is
critical – getting it wrong could be
expensive in many ways.

We are all familiar with the term “buyer beware” and this is certainly the case
in this instance. Key phrases such as “BS5534 compliant”, “specifications
available” or “all zones compliance” may offer a sense of security, but when
used without the certified wind uplift figure, mean very little in terms of
performance.
The new wind uplift calculator tool: a more accurate assessment for
better outcomes
DuPont™ Tyvek® offers a new, tried and tested wind uplift calculator tool
(http://tyvek.construction.dupont.com/wuc) that goes beyond BS5534
zonal criteria. It’s quick, easy to use, and it’s free. Just enter the relevant
information by selecting drop downs in seven categories:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Country (England, Scotland or Wales)
Wind zone (from the five wind zones identified in BS5534)
Terrain
Building height
Ceiling type
Distance from water (sea, lakes, rivers, etc.)
Slope

SHOULD THE
DOMESTIC
CLIENT TAKE
ON THEIR OWN
CDM DUTIES?
www.lucionservices.com

Almost instantly, it will assess individual aspects and recommend the
membrane best suited for the job… and every project, whatever its
location, is unique. Determining the correct roofing membrane that will be
durable over the years is important to any roofer’s professional reputation,
their peace of mind and the building owners’ financial risk. The Tyvek®
Knowledge Centre BS5534 Wind Uplift Calculator is also now BRE tested and
calibrated as accurate and in full compliance with all the requirements of
BS5534, currently a unique stamp of approval.

The standard, when
applied as written, does distinguish between the unrestricted membranes
available (such as Tyvek® Supro with a taped lap) and materials with a
very restricted use across the UK. The test itself is based around traditional
installation techniques and the use of an expensive-to-fit counter batten
is not shown or described in the test method. If a counter batten is used
Author: Bradley Cameron, Technical Manager, Tyvek® and AirGuard® Building Knowledge Centre

on refurbishment work, it will alter all the facia and gable heights etc.,
creating even more work and expense.
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The main reason for this situation is invariably linked to cost. The designer
may legitimately advise of additional fees required as part of their Principal
Designer role, but with the customer holding the purse strings (and without
having any CDM duties), they often don’t see why they should incur the
additional expense.
Then there are the Contractors. Clearly many responsible builders will
ensure that they comply with CDM and apply the principles it brings, but
there are others who may not be so diligent. Unfortunately, with this latter
group, to whom Client duties will have been passed, will invariably opt
for the quick (and low cost) fix wherever they can, mainly due to being
unaware of the regulations.
A large part of the problem is that these situations are not being policed
by the HSE and opportunities exist for domestic works to remain under
the CDM radar. In reality, even if a low level accident were to occur on
a domestic project, many self-employed contractors would be unlikely to
submit a RIDDOR report to the HSE. So, only when a serious injury to an
employee occurs would the HSE become aware, and with no documentation
for H&S and CDM in place, the director and site manager of the Contractor
are sure to expect investigation and likely prosecution. .
The situation becomes even more problematic with domestic customers
naturally wanting to check on the progress of their project. But this can
lead to a crossing of the line and, strictly speaking, the property owner
becoming the lead designer when new instructions or changes are made on
what they feel is required, what materials should be used and how works
should be done.

A crucial quality is the ability to
withstand ‘underlay ballooning’
where impact with the outer
covering can dislodge the tiles or
slates and cause injury, considerable
damage or risk of water ingress.
Identifying the best membrane for the job can be tricky, which makes a
useful new wind uplift calculator tool an indispensable source of advice.
Relying on the five BS5534 wind zones alone is insufficient
The BS5534 standard splits the UK into five zones, each with a different
requirement of resistance to wind uplift. However, using this method
alone risks allowing materials with insufficient strength to be used when
they are not suitable as the zonal approach does not take into account a
number of requirements
of the standard. These
include site altitude,
ridge height, pitch,
site topography, ceiling
condition, proximity to
a body of water, slope
on site and rural or town
location.

For example, mainstream DIY retailers are unlikely to sit customers down in
store to design a new kitchen installation and mention CDM, let alone offer
other advice on service entry points and the need for an asbestos survey for
a property if it pre-dates 2000.

Christian McCale, senior consultant at Lucion Consulting, asks whether it is
right that domestic clients should be able to absolve themselves completely
of all CDM responsibilities.
Revisions to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations in
2015 gave the domestic Client a ‘get out of jail free’ card by transferring
domestic Client duties by default to the Contractor on the project
Three years after the introduction of CDM, I regularly receive requests from
architects for clarification on CDM responsibilities for domestic construction
works. In particular, it seems that in protecting the domestic client against
their involvement in construction matters in which they have no knowledge
or experience, the outcome has simply served to muddy the waters of
responsibility.

If an accident should occur, it is the builder that would be liable. If it
was a serious accident and the HSE becomes involved, the Contractor
could face fees for intervention following any notices placed on them, as
well as prosecutions and fines, with the consequent financial, legal and
reputational damage. However, as all contractors will testify, it is difficult
to tell a paying customer that they can’t or shouldn’t visit a building
site whenever they’d like to. The evening TV programmes that encourage
everyone to take up the dream of developing your own housing project
never mention CDM and how it could affect their grand designs.
Architects are increasingly taking the view that domestic projects
have become more problematic than they are worth. Domestic clients,
understandably, want to keep a tight grip on the costs of their dream
projects, but usually do not have any CDM understanding that their demands
may involve. A broader public information campaign on CDM 2015 for
domestic projects would help to boost understanding among householders
and help those professional designers and contractors trying to work within
the regulations.

Author: Christian McCale, Senior Consultant, Lucion Consulting

On domestic works projects the starting point is invariably with a designer,
architect or even a kitchen planner. In practice, the first designer and
builder through the door are usually the leads and therefore take on
the Principal roles, with the Principal Designer having a duty to assist
in collating pre-construction information. However, in typical domestic
refurbishments, collating pre-construction information is often the first
fall-down under CDM.
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FIRE ALARMS:
WHAT TO USE
AND WHERE
www.aico.co.uk

commercially available Smoke Alarms)
so are the most familiar and generally
are priced lower than other alarm types,
making them the default alarm choice.
However, with greater understanding of fire
alarm types and a wider choice of alarms
now available, Ionisation Alarms are slowly
falling out of favour because they can be
over sensitive to cooking fumes and are
deemed old technology now. Generally,
we’d recommend restricting their use to
bedrooms. That seems very straightforward,
but there are instances when it’s not immediately obvious which alarm type
to use; for example, where do you place an alarm and what type of alarm in
an open plan property?
Fear not, Multi Sensor Fire Alarms are the next step in alarm technology
development which remove this problem! A Multi-Sensor Fire Alarm uses
both Optical and Heat sensors within the same alarm unit and interprets
the signals to get a better understanding of what’s really happening in the
immediate environment. Due to this, it benefits from a quick response to
both slow smouldering and fast flaming fires yet is more tolerant to kitchen
fumes and contamination. Multi Sensor Alarms can help take the guess
work out of alarm specification and installation.

In the domestic Smoke Alarm sector there have traditionally been three
alarm types: Optical, Heat and Ionisation. These different sensor types
react best to certain fire types. As a result, specification and installation
requires a good knowledge of BS5839 Part 6 (the British Standard for
domestic smoke alarm installation) and Building Regulations, to ensure the
best levels of detection for a property.
But changes are afoot! The new breed
of Multi Sensors, which combine two
traditional sensing elements in one alarm,
are rising in popularity. What’s more, there’s
a further alarm type to hit the market
which combines fire detection with another
life safety device - Carbon Monoxide (CO)
detection.
So what alarm type should you use and
where?
Let’s start with the best known alarm types.
As the name might suggest, Optical Alarms
essentially ‘look’ for smoke using a pulsed light beam in the sensing
chamber. They are most effective at detecting smouldering fires with large
particles, such as produced by burning furniture, and are less likely to react
to the type of invisible smoke produced by cooking fumes; so are ideal for
circulation spaces such as hallways close to kitchens and landings as per
BS 5839-6.

Introduced to the domestic Smoke Alarm market in 2014, Multi-Sensor
Fire Alarms are still relatively new. Multi-Sensor Fire Alarms have proven
themselves most popular in the social housing sector where their simple
specification (they can be effectively used in all rooms except a kitchen)
and exceptionally low rate of false alarms have made for considerable
savings whilst at the same time provided a superior level of fire protection.
However, the Multi-Sensor is no longer the new
kid on the block. That title goes to a brand
new alarm type, released this year, in the form
of a combined Heat / Carbon Monoxide Alarm.
Designed specifically for use in the kitchen, the
Heat/CO Alarm is actually two alarms in one unit.
The Heat Alarm aspect works in exactly the same
way as that above. The CO Alarm detects Carbon
Monoxide (CO), a potentially lethal gas.
Any household appliance that burns fossil fuels (coal, oil, bottled gas,
paraffin, wood, petrol, diesel or charcoal) can be a potential source of
CO. Requirements to fit CO Alarms are somewhat lagging and differ across
the nations (see www.aico.co.uk/standards-and-regulations/carbonmonoxide-building-regulations/). Despite this, awareness of the dangers
of CO poisoning are driving the installation of CO Alarms, with many social
housing providers fitting them beyond their legal obligations.
The kitchen is an obvious potential source of CO, so combining a Heat and
CO Alarm in one is a cost-effective, convenient option and should help
Author: Martyn Walley, National Technical Manager, Aico Ltd.

A Heat Alarm doesn’t detect smoke at all, but instead reacts to temperatures
of 58ºC, as per BS 5446, or over. A Heat Alarm should only be used in a
kitchen or garage and only as part of a Fire Alarm system that also includes
Smoke Alarms. Furthermore, all of the alarms within that system must be
interconnected to meet British Standards. A solo Heat Alarm in a property
is not an option.

spread the use of this life saving technology. Only having the one alarm
on the ceiling also makes for a more pleasing aesthetic. The introduction of
new alarm types, has made for more effective fire detection in the home,
whilst at the same time simplifying the specification aspect. So if you
haven’t already, consider reviewing your alarm choice, looking at the full
range that’s on offer.

Ionisation Alarms use a small radioactive source to detect the invisible
smoke particles given off by fast-flaming, clean burning fires such
as bedding and clothing. Ionisation Alarms have mostly proven so
popular because they have been around the longest (they were the first

A wholly owned subsidiary of Ei Electronics, Aico is the market leader in
residential fire and CO protection in the UK. www.aico.co.uk
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Glassolutions Brings Light To Greenwich Peninsula ‘Modern
Village Hall’ With Bespoke VS-1 Glazing Installation
The unique mullion-only VS-1 glazing system from GLASSOLUTIONS, which
reduces sightlines and maximises interior brightness, has been installed at
a new community hub in south-east London to create a light, bright social
space with a welcoming ambience.
The Aperture building forms
part of the regeneration
of Greenwich Peninsula.
Commissioned to manufacture
and install the building’s façade,
GLASSOLUTIONS fitted a glazed
building envelope comprising
the flagship VS-1 curtain walling
system, supplemented with
traditional curtain walling. A
notable feature for Aperture
was the inclusion of high levels
of glazing at ground floor level,
with the aim of creating a light,
bright interior. These plans
required GLASSOLUTIONS to design and specify an attractive glazed
building envelope with narrow sightlines and a minimum of visible fixtures
to let in as much daylight as possible. The VS-1 installation for Aperture is
unique and bespoke, including continuous full high feature fins to minimise
the building’s solar gain and enhance thermal and acoustic comfort. The
original concept was to use standard curtain walling with a bespoke fin
attached, but the properties of VS-1 suited the design perfectly. Please visit
http://glassolutions.co.uk/en-gb/project/aperture-greenwich-london.
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Schueco London Opens New Showroom And Office
Schueco has opened its new London showroom and office, previously in
Islington, which is now in impressive new premises at 153 Great Portland
Street, W1. The move has been prompted by the need to expand Schueco’s
London operation and to make the Schueco product range and technical
support services even more accessible to architects, main contractors,
fabricators and end-users.
With a total of 3,695 sq ft of space, the new premises – which are also
home to the London office of Schueco International – include a spacious
showroom on the ground floor
with meeting rooms and a further
display area and conference
facilities on the lower ground
floor. The upper and lower
mezzanine floors are occupied
by offices. The showroom areas
contain permanent displays of
Schueco façades, windows,
sliding doors and entrance doors.
In addition, there is a Virtual
Reality facility showing examples of Schueco commercial systems and a
Product Configurator that displays photo-realistic images and provides easy
step-by-step configuration of Schueco sliding-door systems in a variety of
domestic settings.
In addition, regular monthly events at which invited expert speakers will
address a wide variety of industry topics will be staged. The full address of
the new Schueco London showroom and office is 153 Great Portland Street,
London W1W 6QW. The telephone remains the same: 020 7704 6704

Privacy On Demand For Four Degree Whisky Lounge
Situated in South West London stands Four Degree:
A contemporary Japanese restaurant with a modern
European twist! Recently featured on the popular
Channel 4 reality TV show, Made in Chelsea, Four
Degree really is the place to be for exquisite cocktails
and fine dining. Now home to the UK’s first Macallan
Whisky Lounge, the restaurants’ interior design
demanded a high quality touch for their valued customers. ESG were commissioned to supply the
LCD privacy glass needed to create a floor to ceiling wall partition between the Whisky Lounge
and the restaurant space. For a space that demanded
elegance, quality and privacy, ESG switchable glass was
the optimum choice. By utilising ESG’s latest 12mm
LCD privacy glass with a grey switchable tint, a total of
of 20m² was manufactured at ESG’s UK facility before
one of it’s preferred installation partners installed the
glass partition between the two spaces.
The minimalist, frameless design was achieved
by installing a minimal 25mm depth top and bottom track to hold the glass which allows an
unobstructed view into the lounge showing casing its fantastic whisky displays. The complete
installation was powered by just one ESG-4K Controller and a wall mounted, wireless switch. All
electrical systems were fitted with no visible wiring and bus bars providing a clean, aesthetically
pleasing finish.
Each switchable panel hosts a high clarity film situated between two low iron glass panels. By
producing near zero haze, the glass walling will easily allow natural light to flow throughout the
Lounge, while also blocking 99% of UV rays. At the touch of a button, the glass can effortlessly
change from uninterrupted views across the restaurant to instant privacy. In approximately 100
milliseconds the Whisky Lounge can be turned into an intimate space for whisky lovers, private
parties and valued clients. www.esg.glass

Comar 7P.i LS+ It’s A Lift Slide Life
Healing Daylight At Benenden

Now it’s time to lift and slide Comar's product range with Comar 7Pi LS+.
Innovative lift and slide gearing provides smooth operation for door
configurations up to 12 metres wide and 3 metres high, creating true glazed
sliding walls. From one system Comar 7P.i LS+ provides delivered solutions, for
the summer months maximise the opening space with the three-track slider
which creates two thirds clear opening, whilst in the winter the lowest U-values
keep out the cold.
Innovation comes from Comar 7P.i LS+ offering unique solutions from one
system, which means that with the same profiles you can provide lift slide
or straight rolling gear, standard or slim interlock, enhanced performance
with the inclusion of thermal foam and double or triple track configurations.
Optional slim interlocks maximise the homeowners view out when the doors
are in the closed position keeping the slim sightlines of Comar 7Pi LS+ doors
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with the reassurance of the lowest U-values, so even in the coldest winter
months daylighting is maximised and warmth assured. The real advantage of
this system is it’s smooth and easy lift operation, it’s ease of operation for
sliding doors means that there is no alternative; it really is a lift slide life for all
members of the family. Another advantage is the ability to lock the door in an
open position anywhere along the track which means that the homeowner can
open the door for ventilation without the risk of small children and toddlers
exiting the doors.
The Comar 7P.i Lift and Slide was developed to ensure a highly engineered
solution that offers market leading performance. Feedback from the UKAS
Accredited Test House was “it is the best they’d ever seen”, as it passed BS6375
Parts 1, 2 and 3 with no water leakage at 1050Pa. www.comar-alu.co.uk

Kalwall® translucent cladding is the architectural focus of the new
£55million development of Benenden Hospital in Cranbrook, Kent.
The scheme, designed by architects C A Vaughan Blundell with
assistance from SR Architects Ltd, has created a wonderfully light and
airy entrance atrium designed to welcome and create an enhanced
patient and visitor experience with maximised natural daylight.
The extensive breakout and catering facilities support theatres, ensuite rooms, outpatient department and ophthalmic suite along with
diagnostic imaging, rest and recovery areas. The main contractor was
Willmott Dixon Construction.
The Kalwall skylights provide additional light in the large atrium
throwing (would ‘projecting’ sound better) it deep into the interior.
They were specified complete with highly insulating Nanogel which
achieves an impress U value of 0.28W/m2K, helping the project attain a
Breeam status of ‘Good’. This is particularly impressive given the amount
of curtain walling and clerestory glazing involved in the scheme. The
skylights have a unique ability to bathe interior spaces with diffused and
glare-free daylight, which creates a stimulating and healthy environment.
In addition, their heavily insulated composition eliminates glare and hotspots, thereby reducing the load on temperature control systems and the
need for artificial lighting.
Kalwall is a popular choice for projects where performance, long life cycle and low maintenance are required, coupled with an aesthetic finish. The
aluminium or thermally-broken grid core with interlocking I-beams gives Kalwall incredible strength. The lightweight system reduces the need for
supporting structures while offering the highest protection in terms of wind-borne debris and resistance to impact, abrasion and point loads. The
exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV resistant, self-cleaning surface. This means that normal rainfall helps to keep the surface free of dust
and dirt while at the same time retaining its original colour during the weathering process. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall
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a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate
all types of buildings and budgets

Magply Specified For Roof Build Up On
Ballymena “Large Church Facility”
The Gateway on the outskirts of Ballymena is one of the
most ambitious private developments ever undertaken
in Northern Ireland, Green Pastures spokesperson Jason
Kennedy says: “We believe that the Church of Jesus Christ
should have a relevant and influential position at the heart
of the community. We are focused on meeting the needs of
our local communities and committed to bringing the hope
of the Gospel of Jesus to the local area. The new facility is
the first stage of a larger, long term not-for-profit legacy
project, desiring to play a part in bringing spiritual, social
and economic revival to our city.”
The 12,000m2 church facility comprises a 1,650 seat
auditorium with wrap around malls and recreational,
training and other ancillary facilities all extending across
some 24 acre site, where the complex roof construction is
making use of Magply boards as part of a high performance
specification. The recently completed 3,600m2 roof over the auditorium and sports hall uses perforated metal decking
to span the main steelwork, with an infill of Rockwool insulation.
This is then covered by a vapour check membrane and a layer of 12mm thick Magply boards, specified to carry
150mm of Hardrock DD underlay and a further 60mm of Hardrock Multifix insulation which is weathered by a Sarnafil
single ply roofing membrane. Magply features an MgO formulation to offer a fire-safe and environmentally friendly
alternative to conventional plywood or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride
content to just 0.01%, enhancing both stability and long term durability.
www.magply.co.uk

Tuff Waterproofing Launches New PolyurethaneBased Roofing System For Commercial Market
Tuff Waterproofing, one of the UK’s leading suppliers of heavy-duty
GRP waterproof flat roofing, has launched a new polyurethanebased system offering a combination of fast installation, ease of use
and high performance which is ideal for the commercial market.
Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV is a durable, completely seamless waterproof
encapsulating membrane which is ideal for new or existing flat
roofs, walkways, balconies and gutters. Its advanced fast-curing
formulation is quick and easy to apply, significantly reducing
time and labour on site. Available with installation training on
request, the product is non-hazardous and can be applied in damp
atmosphere.
Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV is completely dry within eight hours and fully
cured within 24 hours to form a totally waterproof membrane
across the whole of the application area. It has excellent wetting
out and moulding capabilities to accommodate complex shapes and
details. Roof penetrations, ventilation and cooling plant can all be sealed and new plant can be easily accommodated.
Greg Gimenez, Managing Director of Tuff Waterproofing, explained the product’s design concept: “It is a cost-effective system for contractors and trade
professionals in need of time-efficient solutions which minimise site disruption and avoid delays caused by adverse weather – the product can serve yearround construction schedules. Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV offers many of the advanced performance features which have helped to make TuffStuff one of the
UK’s leading brands of its type, including vapour permeability, flexibility throughout its service life and a totally seamless barrier with no welds or joints.
Like our acclaimed TuffStuff range, Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV is cold-applied, with no heat used during installation, and has built-in solar reflectivity, providing
excellent thermal and UV stability for all climatic conditions.”
A Tuff Tech Pro VP/UV is a high-build, elastomeric, moisture-triggered polyurethane membrane comprising three layers of advanced polyurethanes
incorporating a separate technically advanced reinforcement layer. It can be recoated at any time prior to the end of its maintenance life, thus extending
its working life indefinitely. tuffstuff.co.uk
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Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,
available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk

Aluminium

GRP

Cast Iron

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel
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Marsh Ultra:Polylok L Sewage Treatment Plant

New £150m Children’s Hospital Gets The Polypipe Treatment

Marsh Industries has launched its latest innovation in domestic sewage
treatment plant technology, the Marsh Ultra:Polylok L (UPL).
The UPL draws upon Marsh Industries’ extensive experience in the industrial/
commercial sewage treatment sector bringing its outstanding performance
and value-engineering to the
domestic sector.
Available in 6 and 12PE models,
the Marsh UPL is tested and
approved to BS EN12566-3 and
boasts a minimum effluent quality
of 20:30:20 (BOD:SS:NH3), well
within national consent standards.
Designed with installers in mind
with a circular footprint of
Ø1700mm and a maximum height
of 2050mm for the UPL 6PE, the
system is compact, safe, quick to
install and requires minimal annual
maintenance.
Managing Director, Steve Boyer;
“The launch of the UPL comes
at a time of accelerated growth
for Marsh Industries. This product heralds the beginning of a number of
revolutionary new products which will be introduced over the next six
months.” Please contact the Marsh sales team on 01933 654582 or email
sales@marshindustries.co.uk. marshindustries.co.uk

Polypipe, the UK’s leading manufacturer of sustainable drainage and water
management solutions, has supplied more than 300,000 Permavoid and
Polystorm-R components for water attenuation systems at the new £150m
Royal Hospital for Children and Young People in Edinburgh. Polypipe,
working with primary
contractor Multiplex,
has supplied 11 shallow
attenuation tanks, that
will hold a combined
volume of up to
2020m³, installed at
key points across the
site. An intelligent
sub-base replacement
design was needed to
store the appropriate
level of water, above
the high water table, that gathers on the site during heavy rainfall. Following
discussions with Polypipe’s technical team, the Permavoid geocellular system
was chosen by the project Consultant Engineer as the primary engineered
solution. In addition, Polypipe supplied the additional attenuation tank
using components from their Polystorm Range, which included Polystorm
R, Polystorm Inspect and Polystorm Access. The Permavoid tanks are
being used beneath permeable and non-permeable paving, wrapped in
geomembrane to make the tanks watertight for attenuation. Permatex, the
polypropylene geotextile, has been installed between the Permavoid layers
to ensure passive water infiltration into the tanks. www.polypipe.com

An Introduction To Hauraton Drainfix Clean
In recent years a lot has been talked about flood prevention, planning for
bigger and bigger storm events and the need to deal with surface water.
There is also a growing acceptance that SUDS is not, as often labelled, just
a green fad, about building a pond or putting a green roof on a garage.
It’s also not just an easy way to blow a hole in the construction budget.
A well-designed, robust SUDS scheme will be resilient, prevent and deal
with flood water, create a better
living space for us all, offers
biodiversity to allow Mother
Nature to flourish, can be
affordable, and offer low ongoing
maintenance costs.
All too often SUDS are just
thought of to be constructing a
pond or building a swale, whilst
these have their place in any SUDS scheme, a sensible design approach
makes use of a mix of vegetative, hard landscape and proprietary systems
to create a robust and workable solution.
There is a need to look at Creative SUDS and an acceptance that there is
no one size fits all scheme.
Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN has been developed as a proprietary drainage
channel with the unique ability to collect, store, clean and then discharge
surface water. During the cleaning process the product has been
extensively tested and will remove of 99.5% TSS (total suspended solids)
99.9% TPH (total petrol hydrocarbons) 99.8% Zinc and 99.8% Copper.
It is widely accepted that the SUDS Manual produced by CIRIA is the go to
guide for designing of SUDS, Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN is included in this
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guide under chapter 14 which deals with Proprietary Systems. Over several
years trial sites were set up in Germany with DRAINFIX Clean, regular
sampling and extensive testing has led to the product being awarded a
converted Dibt certificate. Within the UK no official testing or protocol
exists.
Maintenance requirements are minimised, given time a layer or cake
will build up over the filter substrate, this offers several benefits by way
of biological filtration. It is estimated that on a well-designed system,
maintenance will only be required every 10 years.
Recent UK installations have included retail car park’s to ensure surface
water is cleansed prior to discharge
into the sewer network. Further
installations have taken place for
a national agency where there is a
requirement to remove heavy metals
and hydrocarbons from surface
water prior to discharge.
Hauraton DRAINFIX CLEAN offers
the unique ability to be able to be
able to collect and clean surface water, has low ongoing maintenance
costs and has been through onerous testing.
It is included in the SUDS manual. It offers designers and contractors alike
another option to help in developing a resilient, robust and assured SUDS
scheme.
For more information on DRAINFIX CLEAN product specifications go to
www.hauraton.co.uk

Exciting New Approach To Water Treatment
Nobody in the heating industry seriously argues against the use of water
treatment in a domestic heating system, to clean the system and then to
keep the circulating water clean. A clean system is an efficient system and
it makes sense to attach a filter to keep it that way and to make it easy to
add additional cleaning chemicals to maintain the system in its best possible
condition if you need to, when the system is serviced or when anything is
added to the system that dilutes the mix in the system. That’s nothing new
and installers and specifiers currently have a myriad of options in the market
to achieve just that. But they are all very similar.

in an up to 8% reduction in energy consumption of the system’s circulation
pump.

So now there is another option available - from Flamco. It’s called RedProtect©
and it comes as a package – a highly effective filter with chemicals that fit
neatly inside the filter.

RP1 far exceeds the performance criteria required by the BuildCert Chemical
Inhibitor Approval Scheme (CIAS) – RP1 offered 600% greater protection for
aluminium and 360% for mild steel. RP1 Corrosion Inhibitor is a complete
innovation in high performance chemicals for domestic heating systems. The
Energy Saving Trust fully endorses the effectiveness of RP1 Corrosion Inhibitor
as a method of maintaining boiler and system energy efficiency.

What’s new is this is not a water treatment system that relies on liquid
chemicals, or a gel. It’s a solid – it’s a number of tablets that fit neatly inside
a plastic container that slots into the filter. This is a new approach and offers
significant benefits over traditional water treatment systems.
The solid tablets dissolve in the filter and circulate around the system,
cleaning the system or providing protection. The system offers a wide range
of benefits over and above the existing systems you may know of. This is a
sensible, energy efficient, plastic reducing, environmentally friendly, easy to
transport, simple to install, easy to dispose of new water treatment system
that answers all the issues that current water treatment offerings fail to
provide - in one simple to use product package.

RedProtect© Chemicals
RedProtect© Corrosion Inhibitor (RP1) is a market changing, concentrated,
multi-metal corrosion inhibitor in tablet form. RP1 is designed to protect the
system against corrosion and limescale over the duration of its lifetime. RP1
contains both anodic and cathodic corrosion inhibitors to offer maximum
protection for system base metals.

RedProtect© Cleaner (RP2) is a concentrated universal cleaning agent in tablet
form. RP2 is capable of solubilising installations greases and debris, as well as
mobilising older, more established magnetic and non-magnetic system debris,
ready to be either flushed to drain, or collected in the RedProtect© Filter.
[Note: greases will not be removed by the filter – the system will need to be
flushed.]
Cleaner is formulated to have a neutral pH and to be effective in both hot and
cold water conditions.

RedProtect© Filter
Recirculating heating water systems frequently suffer from a build-up of
solids or sludge as a result of both system corrosion and scale formation. In
new systems, swarf and debris from initial installation can also be a potential
contaminant. Left in the system, these solids and sludge can seriously affect
the performance, energy efficiency and, ultimately, the integrity of the
system.

Support and Technical Back-up
The RedProtect© product greatly exceeds the performance criteria as set
by the BuildCert Approval Scheme (CIAS) and has the full endorsement
of the Energy Saving Trust for the effectiveness of RP1 Corrosion Inhibitor
in maintaining system efficiency. The product range is supported by a full
Research and Development and Analytical laboratory, along with a number of
highly qualified PhD and MChem Chemists overseeing activity in the facility.

The RedProtect© Filter is a side stream device which removes both magnetic
and non-magnetic debris from heating and cooling systems. The strong
neodymium magnet attracts magnetic debris, while the reduced water
velocity in the collection chamber allows non-magnetic debris to separate in
the entrapment chamber and settle in the dirt collector at the bottom. The
unit can be cleaned using either the drain valve at the bottom of the filter or
by physically removing the magnet and rinsing it under running water.

“We’re proud to be able to launch a new water treatment system that
offers a range of genuine benefits over the existing options that installers
and specifiers have been using to date,” says John Lynch, Sales Manager
- Domestic for Flamco. “From the reduced energy consumption of the
circulating pump, to the simplicity of the system, the cleanliness, the reduced
weight and the significant environmental benefits, RedProtect© is a winner
from every angle. It’s easier and lighter to transport without spilling risks and
will be a popular option in the merchants and in installers vans, contributing
to so many companies own environmental programmes.”
flamcogroup.com/uk-en

The first major benefit of the Red Protect© system - the RedProtect© Filter
creates 50% lower pressure loss than other units on the market, which results
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George Clarke Becomes Ecodan Brand Ambassador

Rinnai’s Infinity Hot Water Heating Range - Ideal For LPG Use

Mitsubishi Electric has announced an association with TV presenter,
architect, lecturer and writer, George Clarke, to help promote Ecodan air
source heat pumps. In addition to his TV work,
George is creative director of George Clarke
+ Partners and has set up the charity, Ministry
of Building Innovation and Education (MOBIE)
to inspire new generations into the building
profession to “fundamentally transform” the
way we think about, design and construct
homes and bridge the skills gap. Mr Clarke will
help promote renewable heating and write
a monthly column on the company’s awardwinning blogsite, TheHub.mitsubishielectric.
co.uk, which covers a diverse range of
informative and useful topics around energy
use in buildings. Further information on the
Ecodan range of air source heat pumps can be found on the company’s
website www.ecodan.co.uk

Rinnai offers what is said to be the most energy efficient and costeffective range of LPG-compatible A-rated eco-labelled continuous flow
hot water heating products for any type of site or application.
The Rinnai Infinity range includes the 16i (36.8kW output giving 16 litres
of useable hot per minute) and the 17e
for external mounting (29.7kW output
giving 17 litres of hot water per minute)
– condensing models within the range
can deliver up to 107% net thermal
efficiency.
For heavy-duty applications the Infinity
HDC1600i/e produces the lowest NOx
emissions on the market - below 20
ppm NOx. The HDC1600i Low NOx can
boost thermal efficiency up to 108%
(based on net calorific value) and can
keep to more than 97% even in the
minimal heat LPG.
The Infinity HDC1200 models also
achieve energy performance of 107%
net thermal efficiency while the larger HDC1500 internal and external
models turn in 105% net thermal efficiency.
The Rinnai Infinity Low NOx HD55i internal water heater is a room
sealed, wall hung, LPG or natural gas fired continuous flow water heater.
Capable of supplying in excess of 780 litres @ 50ºC degrees rise per hour,
while producing less than 20 ppm NOx, this unit combines environmental
cost efficiencies and quality product offering. Up to 25 units can be
cascaded to supply any specification. www.rinnaiuk.com

Aico 3000 Series Fire & CO Alarms For Full Circle Protection
Aico, the UK’s market leader in domestic mains powered Fire and Carbon
Monoxide (CO) detection, has launched the new 3000 Series. This
technologically advanced series detects both Fire and CO and includes,
for the very first time, a
Multi-Sensor Heat & CO
Alarm, providing whole
property coverage from
one Series. The Ei3028
Multi-Sensor Heat & CO
Alarm has been much anticipated as a convenient, cost-effective, efficient
solution to protecting residents from both Fire and CO. In addition to
the Ei3028 Multi-Sensor Heat & CO Alarm, the 3000 Series incorporates
a mains powered Multi-Sensor Fire Alarm and single sensor Optical, Heat
& CO Alarms. All alarms in the Series use the same easi-fit base and
feature intelligent sensors, AudioLINK data extraction and SmartLINK
wireless interconnection and whole system data monitoring capability.
www.aico.co.uk/3000series

Heat Free Jointing CPD Module Launched By Pegler Yorkshire
Pegler Yorkshire, the leading manufacturer of integrated piping systems, has
launched its latest Continuous Personal Development (CPD) module aimed
at supporting the increase in heat
free jointing requirements. The new
accredited CPD module - ‘Benefits of
Heat Free Jointing' - addresses key
issues now found on many projects
where heat is not permissible.
It talks about the history and
evolution of jointing technology, the
development behind the proficiency
of the technology, how to make
the most of push and press solutions plus, what projects have successfully
incorporated heat free jointing into their build and even integrated with
old existing systems. To access the modules individuals can simply create
a ‘My PY' account in the ‘Links' section of at www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk
and companies can contact the Pegler Yorkshire team direct to book a
presentation or fill in the online ‘Book a Seminar' form.
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Modern, Stylish And On-Point: Matte Black Hardware
Makes An Impression
With alternative finishes being a growing trend in interior design, CRL has
introduced an array of Matte Black hardware, a stylishly sophisticated option
for modern environments, creating a minimal look, and blending seamlessly
into the overall design of any space.
The lean towards alternative finishes
is particularly prevalent in bathroom
design, with CRL now offering a full
range of shower hardware in this latest
striking Matte Black finish. The finish is
available on many of the brand’s bestselling ranges including Geneva and
Pinnacle hinges, door knobs, support
bars and U-channels for a co-ordinated
look throughout the bathroom.
The Matte Black series also includes
the popular Deluxe Serenity sliding
shower door system for one sliding
panel and the new Cambridge and
Contempo bypass sliding shower
door systems. Sleek and modern, this
latest finish to join the CRL line-up is a natural partner to many of the most
popular material choices for the bathroom, including glass, stone and wood.
For offices and similar interior spaces, CRL Langle Office partition systems
and the new CRL380 hydraulic patch fitting are also among the new
products available in Matte Black.
www.crlaurence.co.uk

Waterloo’s Tech Guide Gets Even Better
The Green Book, the industry’s air diffusion technical guide, just got
even better. With 26,000 hard copies and hundreds of downloads of the
first edition in
circulation, this
popular guide
has been an
indispensable
resource for the
industry since
2011. Waterloo
Air Products Plc,
publishers of the
48-page second
edition of the
Green Book, has
updated everything
needed by HVAC
consultants,
engineers and architects to incorporate air diffusion into their projects.
This valuable publication is packed with information about air diffusion.
Comfort criteria and acoustic information is included, as well as terms,
definitions and symbols. In addition, there is information on conventional air
diffusion patterns and a simple product selection guide. While Waterloo use
its products for illustration purposes, this unbiased guide provides important
performance data to make it easier to choose the right product for the
project.
If you would like a copy of the new Green Book from Waterloo, go to
www.waterloo.co.uk/technical/the-green-book

Stelrad Offers Coloured Radiators - From Stock
Leading radiator manufacturer Stelrad has added a significant number of
new products to the Vita and Softline ranges – with additions to the Vita
Deco and Plan range and the Softline Deco, Plan and Column ranges.
These include the Vita Deco Plan Concept and the Softline Deco Plan
Concept which will from now on
be available in anthracite grey from
stock, following the success of the
first coloured radiator produced for
stock – the Vita Column Concept
launched earlier in the year. There
will also be a new Softline Column
Concept range, again in anthracite
grey from stock – extending the
existing options even further. This
highlights the growing attraction
of coloured radiators in the UK
and Ireland and anticipates the
growing requirement for coloured
radiators in the future: “We are
seeing the number of orders
we get for coloured radiators
increasing month by month and it
was a natural progression to begin to stock some of our best performing
coloured radiators for immediate delivery,” says Head of Marketing Chris
Harvey. “We have begun what we see as an inevitable trend towards
stocking a small number of those colours and models that we see ordered
regularly, for immediate delivery.”
www.stelrad.com

Torfloor RdB Chosen To Heat Renovated 1820’S House
A recent renovation project carried out on an early 19th century
town house in London’s fashionable Holland Park area, has made
use of the innovative new TorFloor RdB system, manufactured by
underfloor heating specialist, OMNIE.
The specification was the result of the project team’s desire to
reduce sound transmission between the different levels of the
building, while taking advantage of the excellent heat delivery
and other physical performance characteristics for which TorFloor
has become renowned over the years. In common with the
standard system, the RdB version is an ideal means of deriving
optimum performance from heat pumps or, as in this case, a high
performance gas boiler.
TorFloor RdB is a dry install where the panel doubles as the
structural decking.Throughout the living rooms, bedrooms,
bathrooms and landing areas, the heat from the 65 kW Worcester
Bosch condensing boiler is delivered via OMNIE UFH systems,
though on the lower ground floor use was made of the manufacturer’s Staple system: set in a screeded finish.
While the lower ground floor Staple system consumed some 630 metres of 16mm diameter pipe at 150mm centres, the TorFloor RdB panels
spanning the joists on the three floors above consumed a further 1,680 metres of 12mm diameter pipe, generating room temperatures from 19220 Centigrade.
To connect the various zones and room layouts, OMNIE also supplied a series of four manifolds with six, eight, nine and 11 ports. The make-up
of the TorFloor RdB panel differs from its standard counterpart in having two additional layers on the underside with an extra layer of chipboard
separated from the upper panel, featuring its multi-directional pipe channels, by sound damping strips. This results in an overall depth of 39mm
(before the 6mm plywood overlay is secured in position) and acts to counter vibration while attenuating both airborne and impact sound
transmission. www.omnie.co.uk
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Make
your space
the place

Salice Delighted To Supply Their Wind
Lift System To Hatt Kitchens
Salice, premium manufacturers of furniture systems are delighted
to provide their Wind Lift System to one of the UK’s leading kitchen
manufacturers, Hatt kitchens.

innovative manufacturing techniques and providing highly workable
solutions to aid the design, manufacture and installation of their
kitchens.

Widely recognised in the furniture industry for its versatility,
Salice’s Wind Lift System proved the perfect fit for Hatt kitchens
comprehensive range. Characterised by its compact and elegant
design, Wind combines the highest levels of performance with
smooth and perfectly controlled movement. Delivering strong
functional appeal, Wind takes up a minimum of valuable storage
space enabling it to be used in both small and large cabinets.

All Hatt Kitchens cabinetry is manufactured to the very highest
standards in their UK based factory using their state-of-the-art
machinery, combined with traditional build techniques ensuring that
they have the capacity to easily facilitate every requirement within
the kitchen, whether you have a small, medium or large project to
complete.

Furthermore, Wind incorporates a soft close mechanism for
decelerated closing or the Push self-opening system for handleless doors and is available in numerous attractive finishes to ensure
aesthetic harmony throughout. Hatt kitchens has spent over 30
years gaining in-depth industry knowledge, whilst developing
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Paul Jubb of Hatt kitchens said, “Salice’s Wind Lift System is a great
product – it’s compact design and choice of finishes complements
our wide range of kitchen cabinets, and in addition, as a client of
Salice’s, we are assured excellent customer service and support”. For
further information on the SALICE product range please telephone
01480 413831 or visit Salice online at www.saliceuk.co.uk
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interior film
Commercial use for walls, decorative
panels, doors, architrave and furniture.
A range of superbly styled interior films
which will bring any room to life.

Call: +44 (0)1376 518037
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Pressalit Care Offers Help To Those Installing Bathrooms For
The Disabled With A New Hands-On Showroom
Pressalit Care has opened a new demonstration showroom at its Reading
offices at Green Park that features its extensive range of accessible
bathroom products. With the ability to adjust the layout to replicate
different bathroom
scenarios, Pressalit Care
can demonstrate to those
looking to install or adapt
an accessible bathroom,
the space and flexibility
requirements needed
by wheelchair users and
those who need the
assistance of a parent
or carer. “It’s important
to remember that when
designing or fitting
equipment into a bathroom that is going to be used by disabled adults or
children, that space requirements vary greatly,” says Andrew Lowndes, UK
sales manager at Pressalit Care.
“By opening this showroom, architects, specifiers and end users are able to
see at first hand how their intended bathroom will look, how the individual
elements such as shower, wash basin and toilet can be adjusted to suit the
individual, and where they need to be positioned to allow for ease of use.”
The Plus system – Pressalit Care’s acclaimed track system – is fitted within
the showroom to demonstrate how easy it is to manoeuvre elements both
vertically and horizontally to provide the flexibility required in an accessible
bathroom. http://uk.pressalit.com
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‘An Inspiration’- In More Ways Than One
A national museum, originally envisaged as being “an inspiration
for our country’s future”, has continued that philosophy in its latest
refurbishment to deliver exemplar accessibility. St Fagans National
Museum of History in Wales has included not just one, but two
Changing Places
assisted accessible
toilets. And it has
gone further: the
conventional WC
has been replaced
in both instances
with a Closomat
Palma Vita wash &
dry toilet(as noted
in the latest relevant
British Standard).
The facilities mean
that people, and
their carers, who need support to address their intimate needs
can do so, with optimum hygiene, safety, privacy and dignity. The
two Changing Places are both 12m2, and have no special access
requirements. For each, Closomat supplied a mobile adult-sized
changing bench, height adjustable washbasin, ceiling track hoist,
privacy screen and Palma Vita wash & dry toilet. The Palma looks
like- and can be used as - a traditional loo; if preferred/required,
the user remains seated when triggering the flush to benefit from
integrated douching and drying. This removes the need for the useror their carer- to manually clean with toilet tissue.
www.clos-o-mat.com

Laminates For A Sound
Performance By Absorption
Abet Laminati’s continuing partnership with Print Acoustics® –
a division of Belgian company Triplaco - has proven popular in
helping combat the ongoing problems of sound reverberation
in commercial, public sector, school, restaurant, retail and
residential environments.
Modern design trends for minimalist interiors coupled with
hard surfaces creates issues with sound pollution bouncing
around interior spaces affecting ambient noise levels and the
associated discomfort for users.
Noise can also impact on the success of a space. In education,
for example, many studies have shown that noise impacts
learning. A Bronzaft and McCarthy study showed that New
York City students were hampered in their reading skills by
elevated noise levels. Students 70 metres from an elevated
subway track lagged behind their peers on the quieter side of
the building, between three months and as much as one year.
There are over 500 Abet colours and woodgrain finishes available for use as wall cladding, for cabinet doors or freestanding units. They are specially
designed to embrace the hospitality, retail, commercial, education and residential sectors where noise pollution can be a problem particularly in meeting
rooms, music rooms, restaurants, school halls, sports halls and shops.
Various micro-perforations or groove patterns present a deeply embossed surface giving a sculptured and tactile feel coupled with an aesthetically
appealing look, whether used as individual modules for localised sound dampening or installed across a whole wall to create an attractive and soundabsorbing feature with a Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) up to 0.85. Samples and technical literature are available from Abet Ltd's sample line on tel:
020 7473 6915 or visit uk.abetlaminati.com
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Scottish Charm Ensured With CUPA
PIZARRAS Slate
CUPA PIZARRAS slate has recently featured in the renovation of homes
in the Scottish village of Blairlogie, guaranteeing durability and quality
appearance, as well as retaining the heritage feel of the farm buildings
that were previously there.
The Powis Mains Farm project has seen the old farm buildings and barns
removed, replaced with 11 spectacular three-bedroom homes, all of
which honour the farm’s previous glory.
The local authority requested all homes must use specific materials
which blend in with the traditional Scottish architecture of the village,
given Blairlogie is a heritage area. Therefore, CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3
slate was selected.
Developer and Architect of this project, Bobby Halliday, was hugely
impressed by the quality of Heavy 3 slate.
“Heavy 3 was ideal for this project due to its close resemblance to the
traditional highland slate from Ballachulish that is no longer produced,
making the CUPA PIZARRAS slate now the primary choice for traditional
Scottish slate roofing, whether it be for new or refurbished roofs,” he
said.
“In addition, it is the only slate that can successfully withstand the
Scottish weather, thanks to its thickness of 7-8mm.”

Heavy 3 offers complete peace of mind, coming with a 100-year
warranty – in addition, CUPA PIZARRAS has never needed to replace
any of its roofs in Scotland.
Bobby Halliday talked about his
working partnership with CUPA
PIZARRAS, referring to them as
a ‘well established company’
that he enjoys working with.
“When we took the scaffolding
down for this project, there
were very little breakages,
making this roof manufacturer stand out amongst many competitors,”
he said.
A previous project that Bobby Halliday Architects completed with CUPA
PIZARRAS products was awarded ‘Development of the Year’ by the
Herald Property Awards.
Derek Waters of Derek Waters and Sons, the Roofing Contractor for
this project, said the slates are ‘solid and can stand up to any powerful
weather’, whilst Allan Liddell, Area Sales Manager at CUPA PIZARRAS,
said it was ‘excellent that CUPA PIZARRAS has become a part of this
incredible renovation project.’
www.cupapizarras.com/uk
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Dallmer Drains Make Their Mark In Luxury
Mayfair Development
Clarges Mayfair, the super prime development of 34 luxury residences with
stunning views over Green Park and Buckingham Palace, have been fitted to the
highest specification, including bathrooms and wet rooms where CeraLine F Flex
drains from the Dallmer range will keep shower areas clear of water.
The Dallmer floor drains were selected for their high quality appearance, their
capacity to remove large volumes of water quickly from the shower zone and
the ease of installation, which includes the provision of an insert to maintain the
integrity as well as the appearance of the tiling.
While CeraLine F Flex is available in lengths of up to 1200 mm, the fit out of the
residences within Clarges Mayfair is making use of sizes from 500mm to 900mm.
Fashioned form 304 grade stainless steel, the Flex features not only height
adjustable pedestal legs for accurate levelling, but also an outlet which can be
rotated through 360 degrees. The drain body has a removable trap insert and a
sanded flange to facilitate secures bonding of the under-tile membrane.
Importantly for architects and building services consultants today, the Dallmer
product range is now available in BIM format to make it compatible with Revit and
other popular platforms. This speeds specification and detailing while assisting with
clash avoidance and long term property management implications.

RECYFIX MONOTEC® Drains Car Park At
Crompton Retail Park, Doncaster

A member of the installer’s site management team confirmed that the Dallmer
CeraLine F Flex linear drains had proved highly successful for this most prestigious
of applications. www.dallmer.com

Surrey School Employs Pendock Style Inside And Out
A 930 m² (10,000 ft²) Farmfood store opened its doors to customers this
Spring (2017) on the Crompton Retail Park, Doncaster, West Yorkshire.
For this new section of the Retail Park’s car park the 150 spaces, was
drained by some 73 metres of RECYFIX® MONOTEC, Hauraton’s high
capacity channel drainage system.
The store joins a Dunelm outlet at 3720
m² (40,000 ft²) a Marston’s Public
House, a Goals Soccer Centre and other
retail and leisure facilities on the 13
acre site located just off the Wheatley
Hall Road (A630). Hauraton Limited
introduced the RECYFIX® MONOTEC,
system in January 2016. The new Home
Bargains store joins the numerous
installations successfully completed in
the United Kingdom.
Two RECYFIX® MONOTEC 100 models were installed in the car park’s
asphalt surface, both channels having a grating width of 100mm
(Channel internal dimension). The larger channel has an overall height
of 380mm and provides a cross-section of 355.5cm2. The smaller
channel has an overall height of 280mm and provides a cross-section of
245.5cm2. The 73 metres of channel installed has a total water capacity
of just over 2444 litres.

The MONOTEC one metre long channel component is of a sturdy
monolithic design where the HEELSAFE grating and the tongue and
groove linking system are integral to the channel moulding. The
whole unit is made of tough, virtually unbreakable polypropylene (PP)
formulated to be very resistant to daily temperature fluctuations from
frost conditions to strong sunlight, including the Ultra Violet (UV)
spectrum.

The Salesian School in Chertsey has benefitted from a £1.3 million extension to
its teaching and administration facilities, with both interior and exterior column
casings produced by specialist manufacturer, Pendock, contributing to the
appearance and functionality of the new building. Designed by architect Scott
Hill of Drake & Kannemeyer LLP and built by Bisley Contracting Limited, the steel
framed extension incorporates five new classrooms, three offices, washroom
provision and an entrance hall.

PP is naturally resistant to de-icing salt. Complying with the
requirements of EN 1433, the PP is given its UV resistance by adding
just sufficient stabiliser so that the structural strength of the material is
unaffected and a consistent appearance is maintained. The MONOTEC
channels have a loading category of up to Class D400.

Well known to both the architectural consultant and main contractor, Pendock was
tasked with producing three rectangular shaped laminated column casings for the
lobby of the school, as well as three square section stainless steel column casings
for the exterior of the building. Both sets feature contrasting joint details for added
visual effect.

Colin Taff, Hauraton‘s Project Manager for Yorkshire comments; “One
of the features of our monolithic system is that the grating is moulded
as part of the channel, so for this type of application in a frequently
trafficked public area, there is no potential for gratings to come
detached from the channel ”.

Scott Hill of Drake & Kannemeyer LLP commented: “Historically we have used
Pendock encasements internally on our projects, in this instance though, I had the
exterior steel stanchions I wanted to do something with other than enclose them
in brickwork, so checked to see what Pendock offered. Sure enough the company
manufacturers something suitable in stainless steel and while I knew how I wanted
them to look aesthetically, Pendock offered good design assistance to ensure ease
of installation.”

All Hauraton surface water drainage systems’ comply with European
Standards (hENs) and carries the CE mark.
For RECYFIX® MONOTEC product specifications go to
www.hauraton.co.uk. CIVILS section
For other case studies go to www.drainage-projects.co.uk
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The Project Manager for Bisley Contracting, Tony Hills, confirmed: “We had worked
with Pendock several times in the past, mainly on education sector projects and
know their service is very good. We are now about to use Pendock again for a
project we are doing at Westerham Golf Club.” www.pendock.co.uk
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Wraptite Improves Airtightness Of Student Accommodation
The superior performance benefits of the Wraptite external air barrier
system from A. Proctor Group have been highlighted in a brand new
flagship project to deliver student accommodation in the centre of
Portsmouth. ECE Westworks
were appointed to design a new
23 storey, 576 bed, purpose built
student accommodation scheme,
Portsmouth One. The Wraptite
System was installed as an external
air barrier and alternative to a
traditional standard breather
membrane. Wraptite is the only
self-adhering vapour permeable air
barrier certified by the BBA. This approach saves on both the labour and
material costs associated with achieving the demands of energy efficiency
in buildings. The Wraptite self-adhesive membrane was applied externally,
quickly and easily ensuring a higher quality installation, and a more robust
through wall rainscreen cladding system. www.proctorgroup.com

Antwerp Radisson Blu Transformed With Moduleo flooring
The Antwerp hotel Radisson Blu Astrid, located on Koningin Astridplein,
has undergone a complete metamorphosis. The largest part of the iconic
building by renowned architect
Michael Graves was renovated at
the request of international group
Algonquin. The floors in the oval
banquet hall and the breakfast
room are exclusive designs by the
Moduleo design team in partnership
with London-based designer Alex
Kravetz. The exclusive, unique
Moduleo Moods flooring was chosen
for the beautiful oval banquet hall. A Custom-Made XL Diamond Pattern
was chosen for the breakfast room. A choice was made from the complete
Moduleo Transform and Moduleo Impress collections. The unique floor is
more maintenance-friendly than real parquet. It is water-resistant, long-life
no polish, non-abrasive and less susceptible to damage caused by stiletto
heels and other heavy pointed loads. www.moduleo.com

Take It Easy With Sikaceram Fix & Grout
Let Everbuild – A Sika Company take the hassle out of tiling with SikaCeram®
Fix & Grout; a ready mixed waterproof wall tile adhesive and grout for use in
bathrooms, showers and kitchens.
Coming ready mixed and ready to use
straight from the tub, SikaCeram® Fix &
Grout is incredibly easy to apply with none
of the mess associated with traditional
powered products, and as it can be used
as a grout as well as an adhesive, there is
no need for two separate products saving
valuable time and money.
Non slip with very high bond strength,
SikaCeram® Fix & Grout is ideal for use on
vertical surfaces and can be used for all
ceramic tiles including porcelain, vitrified
tiles and mosaics. SikaCeram® Fix &amp; Grout dries to a brilliant white
finish with the high quality anti-mould formula ensuring that the product
stays white for years to come. www.everbuild.co.uk.
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Clean Modern Lines and Protected Walls Achieved with
Yeoman Shield
Macmillan Academy, eager to promote sustainability and design throughout
the interior fabric of their academy have used Yeoman Shield wall protection
products to help achieve their goal. Based in Middlesbrough, Macmillan
academy have spread their facilities across various site buildings that were
built between the 1940s to 2011, to accommodate the students. Wanting to
provide an aesthetic
modern synergy
between older parts
of the academy
and the new, along
with reducing repair
and redecoration
requirements, Yeoman
Shield wall protection
products were fitted
along the corridors
of the Drama and
Maths departments.
2.0mm thick wall protection panels in Yeoman Shield’s FalmouthEx finish
were installed on corridor walls at 1250mm high in Dusty Grey. Alternate
panels were placed at 2500mm high in mid grey offering a decorative yet
functional scheme that is modern, clean and attractive.
Corners vulnerable to damage were protected with Yeoman Shield 75 x
75mm corner protection angles in contrasting Graphite Grey colour. On
the ramp areas of the hallways there is the addition of Yeoman Shield’s
50mm dia. PVCu handrail in Mid Grey mounted on cream PVCu under slung
brackets. www.yeomanshield.com

Yeoman Rainguard Helps Heritage Building Keep With
Tradition
As part of the continuing refurbishment of The Heritage Building (the
old original hospital) at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, new
rainwater hoppers and pipes are being installed in stages. Supplied and
manufactured in GRP material by Yeoman Rainguard at their head office
facilities in Leeds, the Hoppers and Downpipes have been chosen in a design
and colour to be in keeping with the art deco style of the Heritage Building
which was erected in the
early 1930s.
Replacing the aging system
are Yeoman Rainguard’s
GRP 100mm dia. Standard
Clip Downpipes and
large Highland Rainwater
Hoppers in an Agate Grey
colour. Once installed this
tough rainwater system will
not require maintenance,
other than the occasional
clear out, and as a through colour material the UV stable hoppers and
downpipes will not be pervious to colour bleaching thus eliminating the
need for repainting. Offering 30 plus years of care-free service Yeoman
Rainguard GRP rainwater systems are an economical choice adding to the
sustainability of the building and reducing future maintenance costs.
www.rainguard.co.uk

IKEA Fins Look Wonderful Everyday
The IKEA Southampton multi-storey car park is looking better than ever thanks to a new external screening
solution from Levolux. Located to the south of the store is a five-storey car park, with two prominent,
circular ramps providing access to vehicles entering and exiting the site. To soften the visual impact of the
ramp structures, a screening system was applied, in the
form of vertical timber fins.
The original screening solution, which was installed
by a façade specialist in 2009, comprised a series of
horizontal rows containing 300mm wide, vertical
timber fins. Timber fins like these would normally
withstand the salty coastal conditions experienced at
the site.
However, the choice of fixing method for the original
installation has proved to be inadequate. Almost eight
years after the original installation, Levolux was invited
to carry out a site survey and propose remedial works
to reinstate the screening solution. After inspecting the
structure, it was clear that all timber fins would need
to be replaced.
One option presented by Levolux was to replace the timber fins with new timber fins, secured
with an improved fixing method. Although this option was seriously considered, a second option
presented by Levolux was preferred. This option involved replacing the timber fins with aluminium ‘timber-effect’ fins. Levolux can offer aluminium
solutions with a finish that accurately mimics the colour and texture of timber, terracotta, coreten or even concrete.For this project, the guarantee
that the aluminium fins would retain their ‘wood-effect’ appearance for many years without diminishing, proved to be a significant benefit. A second
important benefit was the cost-saving achieved by using extruded aluminium instead of a high-grade timber alternative. The rejuvenated screening
solution, which extends more than 80 metres in length and almost 16 metres in height, restores the original quality of the overall scheme.
www.levolux.com

Good Acoustics For Art And Design
Bedales School is set in an area of outstanding natural beauty on the edge
of the South Downs National Park in Hampshire. Its new Art and Design
building designed by architects Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios has a strong
sense of countryside drawing references from traditional agricultural
buildings by creating a series of connected barn forms.
Materials were used in their natural state throughout. This includes
renewable natural products including sustainably sourced timber for
cladding and Troldtekt’s wood wool panels for acoustics, all of which help
to reduce the embodied carbon in the construction.
The form and east-west orientation of the pitched roofs on the five new
buildings defines a series of carefully scaled, north-lit studio spaces.
Their dramatic pitched ceilings comprise Troldtekt acoustic panels on one
side to absorb sound and improve acoustics. On the other side, natural
light is maximised and the need for artificial lighting reduced. In what is
otherwise a lightweight building, the thermal mass of exposed concrete
surfaces contributes to a stable internal temperature.
Specified throughout the UK and Europe, the benefits of 100% Troldtekt
natural wood wool panels include high sound absorption, high durability,
natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance and sustainability as
documented by Cradle to Cradle certification at silver level.
They are specified to improve acoustics in many different projects such as
schools, leisure centres, pools, commercial, private and public buildings.
Available in various sizes and in four grades from extreme fine to coarse,
they can be left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour.
Samples, case studies and technical information are easily sourced from tel
01978 664255 or visit www.troldtekt.co.uk.
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Clean, Private And Secure
Environments For Laboratories
Enhanced With Secondary Glazing
PsiOxus Therapeutics Ltd is a UK and US based
cancer therapeutics company. PsiOxus has
recently expanded into 21,000 sq ft of new
facilities including a state of the art research and
development laboratory in The Quadrant at the
Abingdon Science Park.
The main contractor, Morgan Lovell specified
Selectaglaze to come up with bespoke secondary
glazing solutions to improve the thermal insulation
and security of the building in specific areas. As
part of the refurbishment, windows with fire
ratings separating the labs and corridors were also
required to conform to building regulations.
Selectaglaze met the brief by installing 15
horizontal slider units with 6mm toughened low- E glass in the 2 and 3 pane options to all of the external primary windows. The inverted
u-channel section was included to sit in the bottom of each frame to minimise the dust traps and enhance the ease of cleaning. All of the
secondary glazing on the ground floor was fitted with Satinovo obscurity glass to provide increased lab privacy.
22 Series 40 fixed light units were fitted as viewing panels in the research and development laboratories. The vision panels within the
internal walls were fitted in 6mm toughened glass, and in the lab areas, units were fitted with a 10mm Pyrodur glass, providing 30 minutes
of fire integrity.
With fifty years’ experience and Royal Warrant Holder since 2004, Selectaglaze has an extensive product range tailored to suit the evolving
needs of its clients. For further information, please contact Selectaglaze on 01727 837271/e mail: enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk or visit:
www.selectaglaze.co.uk
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Magply Boards Specified For Golden Brick
Social Self-Build
An acclaimed UK based PassivHaus specialist is employing
Magply modified MgO boards as part of its high performance,
site assembled system for a major affordable housing scheme
currently under construction in Oxfordshire.
Beattie Passive is involved in the supply and erection of two
and three bedroom terraced homes as well as coach house
and ‘Golden Brick’ self-builds on the Graven Hill project in
Bicester, being built on former MOD land. It is part of a 1900
home sustainable garden city project led by Cherwell District
Council. The Senior Project Manager for Beattie, Benedict
O’Halloran, comments: “We use the 9mm Magply on the
actual frame to provide rigidity, because the product has got
such good racking strength. Then it is also specified for its
sound absorption and fire resisting qualities. Independent
tests carried out by TRADA at Warrington have shown a
figure of one hour 49 minutes for the wall construction but
this performance is available on each side of the party walls – which have an insulated gap between them - so there is virtually
no chance of a fire spreading from one house to the neighbouring one. Another layer of 9mm Magply is also fixed across the
inner face of the timber frame, followed by 25mm battens and plasterboard to create a service space and for the first time on this
project we have also selected Magply – in conjunction with sub-contractor enviroREND – to be the render backing board for the
exterior finish.”
This multi-functional performance results from a Magnesium Oxide formulation which also offers an environmentally friendly
alternative to conventional plywood or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production process keeps the chloride content to
just 0.01%, enhancing both stability and long term durability. Crucially, Magply carries internationally recognised accreditations
confirming the boards’ ability to deliver 90 minutes’ integrity and insulation under test conditions. www.magply.co.uk

Plaswood’s Stairway To Sustainability
The Menai Bridge spans the sea between Anglesey and mainland Wales - a
monument to strength and endurance. It can be reached several ways from the
Anglesey side, but until recently one of them was in sharp contrast to the might of
the historic suspension bridge.
For several years the woodland access point was defined by a rustic stairway, not just
in the shadow of the bridge, but a shadow of its former
self. Green algae smothered rotting treads, posts and
handrails set into the wooded slope. Each timber element
was slimy to touch, while the dozen steps up to the first
level, the seven beyond, and the walkway timbers in
between were rickety underfoot.
In function and aesthetics, it was over the hill. Towering tree crowns cast the site in shadow, heavy use by locals and tourists had
taken a structural toll, while the sea air corroded metal fixtures. All of these challenges amounted to one big problem for the client,
Anglesey Council. The bridge was too far gone to repair, so a replacement was needed, but it had to be special.
It had to look great, function perfectly and, critically, be cost effective. The natural choice, timber, was good, but on this occasion
not good enough. Anglesey Council's in-house architects called for something altogether more rugged - that could withstand harsh
elements and heavy use but lose none of its visual appeal or rustic charm. They found what they needed in Plaswood.
Plaswood looks and feels like wood but is made in the UK from100% recycled plastic. It is strong, durable, waterproof and
maintenance free. Being 100% recyclable, Plaswood also supports the circular economy, an added plus for local authorities looking
to promote sustainable products, services and practices across all their departments.
Demand for Plaswood is increasing. Specifiers, architects, landscape designers and construction companies such as MK Enterprises
Ltd in Anglesey are reaping the benefits of this sustainable, eco-friendly substitute for non-renewable materials such as wood, concrete and steel. Unlike many
plastic wood products, Plaswood is not a wood composite and dates back to the 1980s.
Today it is manufactured by RPC bpi recycled products, Europe’s largest recycler of plastic, at a dedicated factory in Dumfries, Scotland. The company can
recycle over 100,000 tonnes of waste a year, mainly from plastic used to bale straw on farms. The finished product is used for construction materials, street
furniture, outdoor play equipment and stairways. www.plaswoodgroup.com
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Grade II Becomes Grade A
With Neaco’s Help
Neaco have supplied an extensive balustrade
specification to help transform a Grade II Listed
former Post Office and Telephone Exchange into
Grade A contemporary offices in Sheffield city
centre.
Scott’s Developments took on the technically
challenging project to breathe new life into the
distinctive Art Deco-style building off West Street.
SDA Architects designed the comprehensive
internal revamp of the property, built in the
1920s, to create Steel City House comprising
60,000 square feet of prime commercial space
across five storeys including a roof extension
which has created two additional floors. Although
contemporary in style, the new interiors have
been designed to complement the classic external
façade of the original landmark property, regarded as one of the city’s most iconic buildings.
Neaco’s structural glass balustrade forms part of the £10m project’s signature feature: a new central atrium which brings natural light into
the heart of the building, right down to ground floor level. The roof extension also includes an external terrace featuring Neaco’s structural
glass balustrade, maximising panoramic views of the city below, whilst the company’s stainless steel balustrade has been installed in the new
reception area, ground floor business café and stairwells.
In addition to stainless steel and structural glass balustrade, Neaco’s balustrade range is available in aluminium which is powder coated in
a wide choice of solid colours, metallic colours and wood-effect finishes. Neaco’s diverse product portfolio also includes Juliet and walk-on
balconies, adaptive bathing facilities and aluminium open grille systems for flooring, screening and solar shading applications. neaco.co.uk
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Pendock Column Casings Help Create
Stylish Reception Class At Croydon School
Pendock Ltd., the specialists in pipe boxing and
column casings were tasked to supply 8 column
casing to conceal original reinforced concrete roof
supports as part of a major refurbishment contract
carried out within a south London primary school.
The work at the 900 pupils’ Woodside Academy in
Croydon was carried out last summer by Westwise
Ltd., a Welling based building company specialising
in refurbishment projects for education and other
sector clients.
The Project Manager of Westwise, Mr. Huseyin
Asim, commented: “This was a high pressure, time
constrained contract which had to be completed
during last summer’s school holiday period, so we
began planning it the previous year. As normal
when we secure a large project like this, I call in
Pendock at an early stage to carry out a survey, on which to provide a quote and offer advice.
We used the straight and curved column sections supplied by Pendock to conceal the reinforced concrete columns as part of
our fit out, which also included a new false ceiling. Everything was completed on time before the start of the new academic
year and the school’s authorities were very pleased with the results.”
As the leading manufacturer in the field, Pendock offers a full survey, design, fabrication and supply service for projects
across such sectors as healthcare and commercial as well as education. The company is able to produce custom made
casings for columns of all sizes while its standard products include pipe boxing and radiator covers. www.pendock.co.uk

Imperial College Lab Benefits From Style’s
Moveable Wall System
The newly refurbished Enterprise Lab at Imperial College, London,
benefits from the installation of a DORMA Variflex moveable wall
system, allowing the room to be divided into a breakout area and
workspace, as required. Partitioning experts, Style was closely
involved during the design stage of this project as the basement
room is located at the bottom of a tight staircase, causing access
issues. “We recommended Variflex as it is such a flexible and
adaptable system,” said Julian Sargent, Style’s group managing
director. “Most importantly, the panel faces are manufactured
separately from the frames, allowing each element to be manually
manoeuvred down the stairs”.
Imperial College, London, is a global top ten university with a worldclass reputation in science, engineering, business and medicine. It
is the only UK university to focus entirely on these specialisms and is
internationally renowned for excellence in both teaching and research. Working with BMJ Architects, and contractor, 8 Build, Style was
asked to assist in designing an element of flexibility into the interior of the College’s Enterprise Lab, before installing the final solution.
In addition to the fact that the elements of the DORMA Variflex were relatively easy to take down to the basement, the fact that the
panel faces can be removed from the frames has advantages in the long term. If a student or member of staff should accidentally
damage one of the partitions, the panel face can be easily swapped without having to replace the entire wall. The repair can be carried
out quickly, safely and cost-effectively with the frame left hanging on the track and the ceiling being untouched. This feature also
allows the moveable wall to be updated if the interior décor of the room is re-designed at any stage.
"DORMA Variflex is a superb product due to its high level of flexibility, even in the case of complicated room proportions where sloping
ceilings or circular spaces have to be accommodated,” continued Sargent. www.style-partitions.co.uk
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VMZINC Corrugated Façade For Hackney Apartments
GPAD London’s design of eight apartments over a doctor’s surgery in Elsdale Street Hackney features VMZINC curved and perforated Sine Wave cladding in dark
ANTHRA-ZINC®.
The art deco building extension has been named ‘Zinc House’ and is the first project to feature a curved element using zinc in such a profile. Sitting at the
convergence of two streets, the use of yellow inset balconies gives added visual distinctiveness to the project. An expanding mesh element of the façade also
allows natural light to flood into the stairwell.
The Sine Wave zinc has a corrugated profile and can be fixed either vertically or horizontally on a wooden or metal framework. In addition to ANTHRA-ZINC, it is
available in QUARTZ-ZINC®, five standard and bespoke PIGMENTO® colours and AZENGAR, the first engraved zinc to be used in construction. www.vmzinc.co.uk
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TRAC

A versatile suspension system giving depth, innovation, mobility & flexibility,
standard & custom made items, design & build services, quick lead times.
Tel. 01923 818282

. Fax. 01923 818280 . Email. sales@shopkit.com . www.shopkit.com
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